
“Photomicrograph of fossil diatoms from the Lomoc deposits. A girdle- 

view of one species is shown near center of the picture.” (See page 9) 
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“EXCITING/ Joys 

ON JANUARY Ist, WE RELEASED 

eve eryaRED COVERS SHY Wim tal dulads tle 

and Super-Catalog of the Lapidary & Jewelry Arts. 

YOU MAY PURCHASE THESE AT: Here’s What One Customer Says about 

$1.95 for Paper Bound Copies our Encyclopedia. 
$2.95 for DELUXE Book Binding Your catalog & “Bible” is getting more valuable to me 

Add 25c for Domestic Postage & Packing or | €Very day. Removed my first batch of tumbled stones 

50c for A.P.0.'s, Foreign, or U. S. Territories. | Yesterday and they turned out swell, thanks to your 

This is a book of 240 PAGES 812” x11” in| structions in the “Bible. = 
size, the equivalent of 480 regular textbook H. D. Bushey, Bakersfield, Colif. 
size pages. EXGHT COLORS of ink are used. 
THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA i; a handsome volume 

f NEW ond VALUABLE information for the 
EWELRY CRAFTSMAN and GEM CUTTER. It is an out 
tanding NEW BOOK —not just a catalog. It is 
excellent for SCHOOLS and their CRAFT 
TEACHERS. 

NEITHER TIME, COST OR RESEARCH HAVE BEEN SPARED THREE STAR 

to MAINTAIN THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF USEFULNESS 24 eee )da 4 an ee P-98 

APPROVED METHODS OF DOING THEM AND |S FILLED | Fa WANRRSRSNTNTSSST Ye rentmra testa mart ane 

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS and INSTRUCTIONS DESIGNED to | Foe errnrrn tn ace tam le) Tete 
FULFILL YOUR EVERY REQUIREMENT. 
T USTS 2200 items —machinery, tools, supplies 

WITH the purchase of an Encyclopedia. 
NOTE: Word your order like this 

for gem cutting and jewelry making. Baroque gems, | No. GTI (Point Drilled $ 1.50 
books, Jewelry metals and parts. Gilding metal and I¥| Encyclopedia 195 

copper forms for enameling TOTAL PRICE of the 2 items $3.45 

DEALERS: SEND FOR Dealer Information YOU GET BOTH ITEMS for the 
Sterling Silver ACCESSORY REGULAR PRICE OF THE STARS. 

SPECIAL OFFER No. S-I93 ., MCUMUMIEURIDSDD? ss Ee 

contains all metal parts needed to make complete | \\~g~yes) |) gues al 4 

necklace and earrings from stars in P-98. REGULAR \)s Pe, Ur Tf y 

VALUE $3.65.— J] all 

NOW | for $3.25*3 for$7.25* — NS 

*Add 10% Fed. Tax to S-I93 

California residents X93 Please add 4% sales tax. 

GRIEGER'S, Ine. 20": , ALE PD’ ‘ 7) BR ee pasadena 4, Calif 

MAIL ADDRESS: P. O. Box 4185, CATALINA STATION, PASADENA, CALIF. 
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EDITOR'S MEMO PAD 

W — WERE IMPRESSED with the several opening 
statements made by Harry L. Woodruff 

his “President's Letter’ sent it the first of 
Ofhcers and Clubs of the Ameri 
f Mineralogical Societies, which 

the year to the 
can Federation 
we quote 

As we set sail on 
let us pause long enough to red 
to our hopes and desires 

[he finest 
unless it is accompanied by 

effort unbiased 

new year, 
ourse lves 

the sea fa 
licate 

into thin air 
application 

by personal 

resolve may vanish 
sturdy 

and a continuous 
gain 

Let us be ever mindful of 
to our duties as ofthcers and lay 
of the men and 
to band themselves 
a hobby 

our responsibility 
members of one 

women 
together under the 

hinest groups of ever 
name of 

I wish to pay tribute to the fine men and 
women who officered and guided our American 
Federation through these ten years of our ex 
istence. It is from these members that we must 
take our determination to continue to build on 
the solid foundation they laid down 

are they not, [These are inspiring thoughts, 
beautifully stated and equally applicable we feel 
not only to the officers of the Regional Federa- 
tions, but also to those of all local societies and 
clubs, as well. The signal success of any organi 
zation depends, it seems, first upon its high 
purposes and objectives, and next upon th 

of the officers, and their 
ideals 

ability steadfastness in 
working to put these practice. No 
society can be expected to function successfully 
if its officers approach their job in a halfhearted, 
lukewarm fashion 

More could be 
brings us up to an observation which we cannot 
refrain from making, that we think is especially 
appropriate at this time of the year when many 

into 

said on this subject, but this 

clubs will soon be looking forward to electing 
a new staff of officers to take over for another 
year. Without doubt the most important com 

m iS its nominating com 
ommittee, and 

mittee of any organizatu 
mittee, the next is the program 
then the membership. The nominating committe 
should be very careful to choose only thos« 
nominees for ofice who are wide awake, “up 
ind coming,’ and willing to take on their job 
with a degree of enthusiasm that will be conta 
gious 

This we know is sometimes a hard thing t 
lo. We know of clubs where in desperation folks 

been elected t ithce without ever having have 
heen asked if they would accept and take over 
Then, too, there are cases where folks have 
accepted the nomination knowing full well that 
they would get by by doing just s little as the 
law will allow.” Happily in most cases this ts 

not true, and the success and growth of our 
great hobby, itself speaks well for the high 
quality of the officers that are now, and have 
been, in charge of the work,—and this is enough 
to be said upon this subject 

PERSONS & EVENTS 

1957 NATIONAL GEM AND MINERAL SHOW 
In connection with the action of the A.F.M.S 

is you no doubt already know, Denver has been 
chosen as the site of the American and Rocky 
Mountain Federation joint convention for 1957 
The host society is the Colorado Mineral Society 

June 13, 14, 1 
added this 

been 

and the dates have been set for 15 
and 16th. Something new has been 
year, and an event which has previously 
known as a convention will be known as the 
1957 National Gem and Mineral Show,” for 

that is what it really is, and it is thought that 
the new name will add prestige and enthusiasm 
which will aid in the publicity and make it seen 
like a bigger attraction. We approve 

The location for the show has been definitely 
established at the Colorado National Guard 
Armory, located at East Third Avenue and Logan 
Street, Denver The accomn ydations for the 
lealers ind show will be imple, ind the cases 
for exhibitors will be adequate 

There will also be ample parking space in th 
vicinity as well as hotels, motels and camping 
sites. Most of the mittee chairmen have been 
appointed and are as follows: General Chairman, 
Mr. James Hurlbut: Buildings and Grounds, 
Mr. Philip Earlhardt; Program, Mrs. Betty Hurl 
but: Publicity, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Parshall 
Exhibits, Mr. Arthur Ermish, and Dealers, 
Mr. Calvin Simmons 

All corr spond nce, except 
dealers and exhibitors, should be 

pertaining to 
addre ssed to 

National Gem and Mineral Show, 1957, 2620 
S. Pearl Street, Denver 10, Colo 

a 
A letter has cently been received fro 

Mr. Howarp L. Cooper, 2073 Crozier, Mus 
kegon, Mich., stating that a new Mineral Society 
is being organized in this progressive city located 
on the east shore of Lake Michigan, 
Milwaukee 

Your editor extends felicitations, and suggests 
that our Midwest bulletin editors, by way of 
encouragement, place the new club on their mail 

certain that they will 
Federation at their earliest 

pp site 

ing list, as we are want 
to afhliate 
convenien¢ 

with if 

Identification and the distinctive qualities of 
1 gem stones will be the sub 

ect of a panel discussion at the March regular 
the St. Lours MINERAL AND GEM 

certain minerals an 

meeting of 
Society to be held at the St. Louis County 
Library, 6814 Natural Bridge Road 

Panelists will be drawn from members of thi 
society according to R. M. Edwards, president 
A highlight of the program will be 
period during which time the audience will be 
permitted to direct questions concerning the sub- 
ject to any or all men ; panel, 
Mr. Edwards said 

a disc ussion 

} ‘ | pers ofr the 



The American Federation of Mineralogical 
Societies announces an Essay CONTEST FOR 
JUNIOR ROCKHOUNDS. Here are the rules: 

(1) Any junior member (or any regular mem- 
ber who is sixteen years of age or under 
on May 1, 1957) f any club which is 
a member of the American Federation 
through a regional federation, may enter 

(2) Each entry shall be entirely the work of 
the junior member submitting it 

(3) The subject of the essay shall be “Ethics 
of a Rockhound,” and it shall be not over 
2,000 words in lengtl 

(4) Each entry must be mpanied by a 
statement from the secretary of the spon 
soring club, stating that the author is 
junior member in good standing 

(5S) All entries are t 1 t 
Vincent Morg 
P.O. Box ‘ 
Boron, Calif 

The deadline tor ents May 1957 
(6) Prizes are a $50 U.S. Savings Bond for 

and $25 bond for second 
} 

first prize 
Winners will be prize nnounced at 

the American Federation Convention in 
Denver, June 

(7) The decision of tl iges is final 

BiLt"” BARTLETT, sponsor of the Winnebag 
Rock Club of Oshkosh, Wis.. reports that their 
clul innovation, which he uD 1S now trying out 
hinks might work out very well with other 
small groups where full s« organization has 

t yet been put into « peration. Until further 
notice each club member will now take his turn 
and be entirely responsible for a single meeting 
irranging the program, securing the speaker, thi 
place of meeting, either in the hx 
notifying the me 

Cc OF else where, 
and believe it or not 

turnishing the refreshments 
Tt he rs, 

The meeting dates are also to be flexible, so 
that if they happen to run into some serious 
conflict or other obstacle, securing film reserva- 
tion for instance, the meeting can be set up for 

local 
variety being 

another time. The idea is meeting with 
approval and stimulating 

+ f the “spice of (club) li 
interest, 

At the last meeting he Id at Ed Coumbs’, Dick 
Fortan former member 
talk on 

gave a very intere sting 
Wisconsin fossils. Here then, we feel, 

which might appeal to other “ 
sMali groups in process of organizing 

S a suggestion 

The following IMPORTANT NOTICE OF 
[THEFT comes t s f iblication from V. B 
Meen, Curator of Geology and Mineralogy of 
the Royal Ontario Museum of Toronto, stating 
nat the Minera Collection of the Museun 
were looted during t January 14-15, 

57. of most of th pecimens of native 
gold. In addition, f faceted diamonds 
were taken, and many other items not vet deter 

i¢ 
If during tl xt A nths tates 

Mr. Meen, “‘y should be off ny specimens 
wi } might fit the lescriptis I w Id b 

g t if ye woul f An itemized 

list may be had by those wishing more detailed 
information, upon request by writing Mr. Meen 
at the Museum,—address 100 Queen's Park Cres- 
cent, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada 

- 

JaMEs K. Davis of the Chicago Rocks & 
Minerals Society informs us that a giant jade 
nugget weighing 20 tons has been found and 
is stored in Kotzebue, Alaska, awaiting a buyer. 
The huge stone, 16 feet high and 5 feet through, 
was recently hauled from Jade Mountain, 200 
miles away, in five days. It was mined by the 
Imperial Jade Company, which will not sell it 
for stone settings. (It would make some four 
nillions of them.) Gene Joiner of the company 
says it will be only sold intact to someone to use 

S a Statue or monument ‘what are we bid 

Now we read of a 
which is claimed by 

( half mil- 
starts and is guaranteed for 10 years, 

made in California,—and where else might 
any one expect such a wonderful thing to happen 
inyway’? What we are interested in, however, 
is the fact that this new battery uses a sealed-in 
silicon electrolyte, and while it never needs water, 
it will produce from 6 to 12 volts of electricity 
for an indefinite period of time 

Silicon, the second most plentiful of all the 
elements, and one of the principal components of 
the mineral Quartz (SiOz), may yet prove to be 
one of the most valuable of all of the common 
elements 

SILICON SCORES AGAIN 
battery, 

the manufacturer to 
new waterless car 

be good for some 
lion car 
being 

* 
How To CoOLLect There is 

scarcely 
SHELLS 

a mineral collection today that does not 
contain at least a few shells,—and why not, for 
most of our common fossils originated as shells, 
and fossil and mineral collecting often, or should, 
go hand in hand. If those who have shells in 
their collection should like to know more about 
them, we would advise that they investigate the 
publications of the AMERICAN MALACOLOGICAI 
UNION, with headquarters at the Buffalo Mu 
seum of Science, whose address is Humboldt 
Park, Buffalo 11, New York 

FAMOUS KRAFT JADE Winpow SAVED.—Fire 
raced throughout the old Chapel building of the 
North Shore Baptist Church, 5244 Lakewood 
Avenue, Chicago, on Sunday morning, Feb- 
ruary 10, damaging the church property to the 

$50,000. Most fortunately the 
window, which has been so 

extent of some 
famous Kraft Jade 
widely publicized, was located in the newer 
portion of the church edifice which was damaged 
only by smoke and water 

This irreplacable and priceless work of art 
(for a con plete description of which see the 
November, 1952, of EARTH SCIENCE) was 
fashioned by the late J. L. Kraft, founder of the 
Kraft Foods Company, from 446 separate thin 

American jade. Mr. Kraft, who 
was considered an authority and expert on the 
working of jade, spent several years and many 

dollars in the ff this 

ssuc 

section pieces of 

thousands of construction 
fabulous window 
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LETTER 

1001 Sand Hill Rd 
Springheld, III 
February 26, 1957 

Wi nake application life subscrif 
yn to EARTH SCIENCE. Enclosed is money ordet 

$50 to cover cost of the subscription 

I recently completed the course in mineralogy 
Mineral Science Institute, of Chicago, and 

nd it very lucational and absorbing 

I am hoping you will accept this applicati 

Sin 

THEODORE C. E. Reicu, § 

AUTHORS 

JERNARD W. POWELL, of t National Ass« 
tion of Science Writers, resides at Glenbrook, 

Conn. His pictures are by courtesy of Johns 
Manville Corporation. WILLIAM H. ALLAWAY, 

vur staff, needs no introduction to rockhounds 
D. CoRNWELL, of Chicago, is a chemist. He 
associated with Armour & Company, and 

10t Western Electric, as erroneously stated here 
viously. Tomasz J. TURLEY is a geologist 

ind formerly was a college professor in Poland 
After fleeing from his homeland, he first found 

tuge in West Germany, where he taught science 
1 a Polish lyceum (college). Finally, with his 

wife in 1951 he reached Chicago, where he is 
a j coming readjusted and following his profes 

BEN Hur WILSON, Editor 

BOOK REVIEW 

ARIZONA S METEORITE CRATER,” by H. H 
Nininger, World Press, Inc., Denver, Colo. 232 
pages. $3.75 

Every rockhound should be interested in read 
ng this informative and authoritative book by 
Dr. H. H. Nininger, upon this most controversial 

yect which for more than 80 years, since the 
iter Ss discovery, has been the s ibject of almost 
ntinuous debate. It was first explained as a 
team blow-out crater” and the meteorite frag 
nts scattered all about it were dismissed as 
incidental." Later it was recognized as having 
n formed by meteoritic impact and a searcl 

was beg f teorite believed to rest deep 

In “Arizona's Meteorite Crater,’ Dr. Ninin 1g 
sents tor the first time anywhere the complet 

all researches undertaken to solve th 
stery—the discovery of the crater and the 
> ete ‘ fragt tc + arly att npt 

ind the latest startling discoveries made by 
Dr. Nininger himself 

Dr. Nininger is no desk-bound theorist. He 
has spent more hours in field and laboratory 
research on meteorites than any other man in 
ustory. He is the father of modern methods of 
held research. These methods applied to the 
Arizona meteorite crater have been abundantly 
fruitful 

This book, which is thoroughly annotated and 
illustrated, should be on the shelf of every one 
interested in the subject of meteoritics 

B.H.W 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
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Deak READER: it will pay to read 
[hese ads for ev'ry rockhound need , 

You can de pend on evry man 
Whose advertisement here you scan 

The more you buy, the more they sell 
The more of them will want to tell 

Their stories—and this book wax fatter 
More pictures and more reading matter 

ROBERT ROCKHOUND 



ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESSFUL COLLECTING 

C 2032 Brunton Compass. A sturdy, accurate, all purpose pocket transit, essential for recon 
naisance, preliminary surveying, all geological field work $46.50 

C 2010 Ward’s Blowpipe Kit. A moderately priced kit, complete for elementary analysis of 
minerals. Contains Super-Jet Blow Torch; 4 dry reagents; 4 wet reagent bottles; 11 other 
pieces of equipment in wood box $14.95 

For best results in starting and maintaining a satisfying interest in collecting rocks and minerals 
we recommend 

My Hobby is Collecting Rocks and Minerals by David E. Jenser A splendid How To Do It 
Book for the Beginner — tells How To Recognize Minerals; How to Classify Minerals; Where ¢ 
Find Minerals; What Collecting Equipment is Needed, et $2.95 

Ward’s Complete Mineral and Rock Collection MC 107 Contains 50 minerals and 20 rocks 
accurately identified $6.00 

Ward's Reference Mineral Collection MC 102. Contains | thumbnail size specimens, accurate 
identified, boxed $9.00 

Ward’s Comprehensive Systematic Mineral Collection MC 140 Representing the most important 
species and varieties required for a broad knowledge of the mineral kingdom, 288 specimens 
n a 4-drawer wood cabinet. Catalog gives name, locality. Each Specimen in cardboard tray 
about 7/16=«1 15/16" Cabinet 204 x 134 x 9%” $125.00 

MC 14] Same Collection less cabinet and trays $90.00 

For The Gem Cutter 

Beautiful oriental stylaster. Red to pink coral branches, some gray markings; al! highly polished 
deal for brooches; can be easily cut for earrings. 2 inch length $.75; 2'/2” length, $1.00 
32" length, $1.50; total of 20 inches for $6.00 (no tax 

Piedmont Hobby stone. A soft gray soapstone, easy to carve with wood carving tools. When 
slowly heated in ceramic oven 350° per hour till temperature of 1600° is reached, finished 
product turns brown and hard as apatite. Sawn blocks ttle waste, 2x2x4”, 1 
weight $3.00 each (no tax 

SPECIMENS FOR THE COLLECTOR 

Pyrite. Brilliant groups of choice crystals from Ria Marina, Isle of Elbe. Priced according ¢ 
size and quality, 1 x 2”, $2.50; 2x2”, $5.00; 3x 4”, $10.00 

Native silver. From Cobalt, Ontario, fine examples of leaf silver (not for jewelry) on diabase 
priced according to quality. 1x1” to 2x2”, $1.50; 2x3”, $5.00; 3x 4”, $7.50 

Malachite. Fine pseudomorphs after azurite from Tsumeb, S.W. Africa (not for ttir 
1x2”, $5.00; 1x 1”, $2.50; 2x3”, $17.50 

All prices are list Rochester, N.Y. 

Price lists 

Catalog FM 9—a listing of specimens, collections, geological supplies for the collector Free 

Geology Newsletter Current A listing of recent acauisitions Free 

ARD NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT, INC. 

3000 RIDGE ROAD EAST * ROCHESTER 9, NEW YORK 
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Fossil Diatoms 

BERNARD 

HO IS NOT MOVED at the thought that 

{ stor fossils o pulse i with 

[ f i \ not alway 

| ‘ iles I e 2) { | \ d A 1 

v, perhaps supporting so ponderous 

i where he flo i slimey Creta 

US SWamMm|] Th ) \ SCadl d al s ) 

brachiopods rted rhythmically b 

atl Siluriar seas s their inhabitants 

honed sustena ym the water. Think 

h xquisitel sted struggles 

sq Bal the delicat 

( dragonfl he Solenhot 

g flight, th h mor 

5 | shes of Mesoz marshes 

r forms are eternally stilled ansfixed 

‘ } | ] 1 ) arth alco 10 

ls Nat } o] s Th 

f Cx i the world’s 
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p Or Tt leciphering 
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ird 0 rsuits. XW if nos 
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| L hos do 
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ons wh S rtaxed th 

S ] } | ) th f f r whol sale 

As ‘ | th coro 
nad ‘ , 1 pre ss 1 towaras ts 

A g. And th s alwavs th useless 

t10 Y tr il ow if 
| } 

} » whic! rorms apt yw 

s the desert, tl ) black muck 

scribabl 1 sloughs, or ag 

W POWELI 

the barren, grey-white wastes of the polar 

gions or the boundless regions of the sky 

With hook 

and ster optic piat 

geo torth again and again to try an environ 

} 
and claw, fin and wing, bony 

vision—Life’s species 

ment. Dying, they leave behind shells, 

bones, teeth and imprints that record the 

continuing irama of organ! existence 

Impersonally, with bio-statistics, we men 

describ ind rcumscribe whole races 

orders and species. We fancy we see broad 4iiQ) 

| plans, rep ited attempts at similar 

But back 

general | | 

modifications the of our mind 

in uncomfortable thought 

life 

insensate 

mAaWws ilw lys 

innot find an orientation for 

goal. In 

opportunism that is Life creeps in to blur 

are for ed 

a thousand ways th 

theories and w our petty human 

last to admit that there is no single goal 

toward which Life progresses. Man is not 

the Imination” of all life, he is only 

th ost refined member in one direction 

f descent. Before his day, contemporary 

with it, and long after he perishes, other 

ngs with whom he shares this globe 

hav the past, do now, and will in the 

rsue their own special destinies 

vould ind rstand the smallest fra 

nust think on the 

noose. 2o down [to 

the forgotten ndividual | \ i | the 

inonymous one, whose like a thousandfold 

over makes Ip the paleontologists world 

populat yns.”’ From beneath the sediments 

within the stone, we raise him up from hi 

rnal grave and bring him once more t 

ison recedes But here r 

other 

1al kingdom that have 

our hearts 



out as humans—as fellow becings—to i LO 

some particular sabertooth of the Pleisto 

cene whose plight touches us, or we stand 

contemplative before the diseased and pain- 

twisted bones of a dinosaur. Somewhere is 

recorded the skull of this sabertooth (Sm/ 

from the Rancho 

La Brea tar pits near Los Angeles. One 

odon) taken, I believe, 

of those hunting cats who prowled the 

forests of the Ice Age, the sabertooth killed 

by springing upon the back of hapless 

victims and driving great dagger-like in- 

cisors deep into the animals’ vitals. Imagine 

our specimen here if you will. An untoward 

incident had robbed him of his precious 

incisors. Snapped clean at the gum line, 

their No the 

hunt, the careful up-the-wind stalking of 

loss sealed his fate more 

fleet prey the sinuous bunching of power- 

ful muscles and the mighty spring with 

head up and deadly sabers outthrown. The 

hunter whose yowls had echoed among the 

erotrmure 

Extent of the Miocene sea over parts of Cali- 
fornia shown by the shaded area. Marine 
diatoms grew here in profusion at that time and 
left behind vast fossil beds composed of their 
siliceous cell walls. 

1S 

bluegreen ice cliffs of the glaciers, was 

reduced to a catcher-of-rodents, a stalker- 

Like he 

sprang on tiny birds. He must have skulked 

of-rabbits a modern housecat, 

endlessly in the brush around the tar pits— 

secking always the innocuous little animals 

upon which he now fed and which never 

really filled him. Starvation drove him and 

he abandoned the native caution of the cats 

One day a fat, young buck strayed out 

the Within 

seconds he was mired to immobility in 

the So it the 

sabertooth found him, and sensing a full 

at last, the buck 

At once the viscous, sucking tar had hin 

grasp. Minutes later both 

the buck he never ate had vanished forever 

upon surface of a tar seep 

treacherous substance was 

meal ventured toward 

in its he and 

beneath the sticky, oily surface 

Tyrannosaurus rex was the most fearsome 

He 

back 

the paleontologist's 

carnivore that ever strode the earth 

lived millenia before our sabertooth 

in Cretaceous Times 

Age of the Ruling Reptiles,’ the age of 

the dinosaur. A proud hunter he, too. His 

shearing, tearing teeth could seize and 

devour almost any other animal of his day 

and none 

of 

master of his era 

The 

tyrannosaur was once set up and a mat 

He was the 

match fossilized jaw was his 

on a Shetland pony rode through the oper 

such a formidable monster 

Yet there 

a tyrannosaur that 

teeth! Surely 

had little to fear 

the 

is on exhibit 

vertebral column of 

moves even the imp rsonal paleontologist 

to pity: the bones are calcified and stiffened. 

and show that this particular individual 

suffered the agonies of an arthritic spine 

True, he was only an anonymous individual 

Yet he 

As men 

far back in the evolution of Life 

must have suffered greatly 

we perhaps think that pain is our own 

birthright; in truth it has tortured the living 

parade since earliest times. Its very pres- 

cence 1s proof of sensible being; its recog- 

nition draws man and beast closer in the 

adventure of living. 

For the student of the earth sciences 

the rocks are filled with such hidden tales 

We may follow the tracks of the hunter 



as he stalks across muddy flats on the ancient showers so long ago. We may gather 

irail of his prey, we may marvel at the seeds now stone and which shall never 

imprint of passing raindrops that fell in sprout in sun and soil. A chance blow of 

Open pit quarrying was the forerunner of modern mining methods in the 
diatomite beds of southern California. Modern industry has many uses for 
diatomite in a range of widely diverse products 
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The demand for refined diatomaceous earth grows yearly; contrast this diagram of modern mining 
practices with the view of the horse-and-wagon quarry operations of yesteryear 



; the hammer may reveal a fin that no more Diatomists have been humorously dubbed 
hall try the currents of vanished seas liatomaniacs’ by fellow microscopists 
limbs, sightless eyes and frozen jaws are Considering th sthetic ay p al that these 
vaitit locked in the sediments for those beautiful little objects have. and the im 
who seek I shall very briefly relat mense number and variety of them. this 
the story of the D y microscop $s not surprising. What is, is that so few 
plants whose fossil forms bloom as precis students of the geological sciences ha 
geometric designs of incredil omplexit ollected and studied these forms. As w I] 
ind design when viewed beneath the lens be shown, gathering and pr paration of 
Beside the gastroliths, the leaf imprint the fossil types has many advantages ov 
the shells, bones, teeth and rvelous casts Ilecting liv ng torms (which is mainly 
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in the West, and those of the Lompo American history 
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covered them over three hundred years ago The consolidated Virginia Mining Com 



of the best known names on the 

Comstock in its biggest boom period, the 

1870 s. 

pany, one 

recently announced it will resume 

work, developing with modern methods 

low grade ore deposits unprofitable in ear- 

lier days 

Discovered in 1859 by a group of placer 

rock 

It was formed 

miners, the lode lies between two 

faces in western Nevada 

perhaps 60 million years ago, geologists 

believe, by the upwelling of subterranean 

fire and steam. These earth fires still burn 

beneath the lode. Water as 170 

degrees Fahrenheit, gushing into the shafts, 

stopped deep mining efforts at the 4,000 

foot level 

hot as 

The men who worked these dee p mines, 

sometimes in niches so hot their bodies 

The 

/ he Ligi 

y TOMASZ 

NEARLY NINETY YEARS have elapsed 

since the great meteorite shower occurred 

t Pultusk, near Warsaw in Poland, on Jan 

iry 30, 1868. While it has always been 

onsidered one of the greatest and most im 

portant showers’ of il] has in the 

light of more recent studies assumed even 

reater prominence th formerly had 

Not much was known concerning meteor- 

tes one hundred years ag s the science 

of meteoritics was then not even in its 

infancy. I was greatly surprised, therefore, 

on arriving in Chicago a few years ago, to 

find that one of the very first descriptive 

urticles of the great Pultusk shower had 

been published by an American scientist 

D Lew Feucl fang I Proceed 

vs the Amer Association for the 

lvancement of Scie having been read 

t eting held Ch go in 1868, the 

\ ear of the f 

I note he pa acs pti ( 

I eorit oO | Dr | h 

Meteorite Shower at 

had to be sprayed with cold water, sought 

boisterous recreation on the surface. 

Although more decorous than many min- 

ing camps of the period, Virginia City had 

its moments of excitement. Memorable was 

the opening of the first opera house which, 

with its successors, was to provide a show- 

case for such stars as Modjeska, Joe Jeffer- 

son, Buffalo Bill, Lotta Crabtree, and Edwin 

Booth. 

Gold 

started many 

from the Comstock 

men toward wealth, among 

them George Hearst, father of the late 

publisher, William Randolph Hearst. The 

group that profited most consistently from 

the Comstock however was the brokers who 

handled the stocks 

Press Service 

and silver 

Chicago Tribune 

Pultusk 

Recent Studte 

J. TURLEY 

tanger: “On a starlight night the citizens 

of Warsaw gazed petrified with fear on 

the rapid approach of an immense ball of 

fire, which at last bursted over their heads 

with a noise and shock such as never heard 

or felt before on the surface of the earth 

during the fall the fiery meteor had ex- 

ploded in the atmosphere into about 

100,000 fragments (now more nearly esti- 

mated to be around 68,000) and like a 

had 

tory surrounding Pultusk.’ 

shower of stone spre d over the terri- 

(It is interesting 

to note here that following the well known 

shower occurring in this country at Hol- 

brook, Arizona, in 1912, only about 16,000 

tones wer collected ) 

Fragments of the Pultusk meteorite 

shower are to be found in all of the famous 

museums of America and Europe, and an 

especially large and interesting display may 

ollections in Meteorite Hall 

igo Natural History 

be seen in the 

Museum 

have been pub- 
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Above 
left and center 
ot Annam, Former 
Stanislav Meunier, the 

a Thing Which Came from the Sky Belou 
(from an old photograph by S. Kramsztyk) 

Unusual use 
French Protectorate, 

Photograph (by permission of Chicago Natural 
History Museum) Shows Collection of Pultusk 
Meteorite Shower Fragments 

French Government Gave 
vi 

The Fall of the Pultusk Meteorite Shower (from a drawing by Henry Archacki). Below, 
of a Fragment of Pultusk Meteorite 

Was Made from 
The Seal of Dong Khan, King 

a Fragment. According to Mineralogist 
It to King Dong Khan, “Son of Heaven,” as 
bt—Pultusk Meteor as Seen in Warsaw, Poland 

lished in many languages, there being more 

Bibli 

ography of Meteorites” by H. Brown, 1953, 

than thirty publications listed in the 

one of which, in the “Geological Series ot 

the Field (now Chicago) Natural History 

Museum, 1943,’ should be readily acces 

sible to any who might wish to consult it 

While meteorites, the so called “Messen 

gers from Heaven,” were formerly con 

sidered more in the light of curiosities to 

be displayed and admired as museum speci- 

mens, as the science of meteoritics grew and 

developed, it was agreed that they, being 

the only tangible materials we have to work 



with from outer space, were important as 

aids in the determination of the origin of 

the Solar System, and likewise as valuable 

aids in explaining the true nature of the 

Cosmos, as well. It so happens that with 

all these problems in mind, among the many 

meteorites which have been examined by 

scientists, remnants of the great meteorite 

shower of Pultusk are among the most 

promising yet studied. 

Among other things to be considered in 

the study of meteoric materials, is their 

probable origin, whether it be strictly Solar 

or Cosmic; their chemical and physical 

properties, and their age as it may be in- 

ferred by their radio-active disintegration. 

During the past twenty years of much 

progress made in the physical and chemical 

branches of research, their 

radioactivity was measured and their helium 

content tested, making possible new deter- 

minations of their composition, age and 

origin, and therefore that of the Earth. 

meteoritical 

For their new investigations many Amer- 

ican scientists have chosen to experiment 

ROCK-HOUNDS, - 

Nothing adds to the interest of one’s 

collection more than a good meteoric speci- 

men, ‘minerals from heaven,” as they have 

been spoken of, having fallen to earth from 

outer space, from no one knows exactly 

where. Rockhounds, while on field trips, 

collecting minerals, or while hunting or 

plowing should constantly be on the alert 

for stones with a dark crust. Most freshly- 

fallen stone meteorites have a black crust, 

with a definitely lighter interior. Look for 

‘thumb prints.” 

(Fig. 1, or Fig. 2.) These are characteristic 

of meteorites. 

shallow depressions like 

Meteorites are solid, and 

heavier than most ordinary rock. 

If you hear of a stone falling in a field 

as a dark streak, with dust flying, that 

sounds like a meteorite; or if you hear of 

someone digging a stone from a hole from 

which fresh dirt was thrown, that sounds 

with the meteorite of Pultusk, because this 

belongs to the rare phenomenon of meteor- 

ites whose orbit is most accurately calcu- 

lated. In 1943 Dr. Robley Evans, of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, esti- 

mated that the Pultusk meteorite was two 

billion years old, and concluded that the 

atoms of matter of the meteorite are the 

same age as the oldest rocks of the Earth's 

crust. Since then, in 1955, according to Dr. 

H. C. Urey, of the University of Chicago, 

the age of the meteorite has probably been 

stepped up to approximately four and one- 

half billion years, which more nearly cor- 

relates with other known facts concerning 

its age. 

Thus the study of meteorites, or petrified 

fragments of Cosmic matter, helps explain 

the composition and determine the age of 

the Solar System, and all rockhounds wher- 

ever they may live should scrupulously 

guard and see that all meteorite fragments 

that come into their possession be carefully 

preserved for the benefit of science. 

WATCH FOR METEORITES! 

interesting, especially if a big meteor has 

just fallen; so please investigate. 

Meteorites are covered with a thin fusion 

Fig. 2. Stone Meteorite (broken) that Fell 
Near Amana, Ia., February 12, 1875. (Courtesy 
of Prof. C. C. Wylie, State University of Iowa.) 



crust due to extreme heating during their 

flight through the atmosphere. This crust 

is nearly or quite black in most meteorites 

at the time of fall. Later it becomes brown 

(rust) from oxidation if exposed to the 

weather. 

They are generally irregular in form 

almost any shape. They are often pitted 

stone meteorites fall, but more irons are 

recovered because they are so easy to distin- 

guish. A magnetic test should be made for 

iron, but a chemical test must be made to 

reveal the presence of nickel. 

In watching for meteorites, disregard all 

porous or cindery formations, as no meteor 

ites are of that type. Disregard the rocks 

; Meteorite tl 
September 29, 1938, and Is Now Exhibited in 

at Fell at Benld, IIl., Fig Ston 

a Special Case in the Chicago Natural History 
Museum. (From a Photograph by Frank M 

more or less. The corners and edges are 

notably dulled or rounded. A few meteor- 

ites are conical in shape 

They nearly always contain an alloy of 

This 

grains embedded in a stony matrix or it 

nickel-iron metal may be in small 

may constitute almost the entire meteorite 

In either case it can be detected by grinding 

a corner of the suspected specimen against 

an emery wheel, which will reveal bright 

white metal. Any somewhat irregular piece 

of iron which does not appear artificial, 

3.) Many mor should be examined. (Fig 

Preucil who, with Editor Ben Hur Wilson, Made 
he Original Investigation and Discovery of Thuis 
Famous Meteorite. ) 

picked up the area of burned grass 

Meteorites are never hot when they strike 

Disregard also the stones picked up where 

The 

whil t 

a ball of fire seemed to strike at night 

ball of-fire 

meteor is still several miles high, so if the 

appearance ends 

} 
meteor seemed to fall as a streak of fire 

just behind a nearby tree, it must in reality 

have been fifty or more miles away 

One can generally, but not always, reject 

once stories of meteorites weighing twer 

ty-five or more pounds being found lying 

on top of the ground. In ordinary pasturs 



meteorite but broke it. 

Remember meteorites do not come to the 

ground in a burning condition. They do 

not set fires. They burn while high in the 

air but generally cease burning about 5 to 

20 miles above the ground. They are not 

light porous rocks, and they are not round 

like a ball and they are not hollow. 

Astronomers specializing in the study of 

meteorites are of the opinion that some 

meteorites fall each year in practically 

every state, but in many no meteorites have 

been recovered for more than fifty years. 

This probably is because hardly one person 

in a thousand would recognize a meteorite 

if he saw one lying in a field. Meteorites 

are of value in certain types of research 

work, so we hope that more persons who 

are outdoors regularly will learn to recog- 

nize them. In case of doubt about any rock 

that is suspected of being meteoric, hand 

it on to some authority on meteoritics to 

decide. It may be a very valuable specimen, 

valuable to you and valuable to science. 

B.H.W. 

Ceitic Cross Mape Or MorHer-OF- 

PrARL.—Inlay artist Joseph Phetteplace, of 

Wauzeka, Wisc., nationally famous for his 

superb mosaic “Man-O-War,” made of 

semi-precious gem stone material, and other 

equally fine works in Mother-of-Pearl, was 

recently commissioned to construct a me- 

morial altarcross of Celtic design for the 

St. Paul Evangelical United Brethren 

Church in Wauzeka, honoring the late Wil- 
liam and Martha Hazelwood, who were 

F — ee Meteor Crater, Pioneer members of the congregation 

Ariz. Date of Fall Unknown. (Courtesy of Prof This was a new venture for “‘Joe,’’ but 

Wylie. ) he attacked the problem with his usual 

ind a stone weighing fifty pounds would _ skill and thoroughness, producing a master- 

drive down about two feet. But a meteorite piece, which is truly a work of art, with 

weighing seventy-five pounds was found pieces fitted together so meticulously that 

lying on top of the ground because it fell in no place is any cement visible. It contains 

n deep snow when the ground was frozen. more than 1,000 pieces of “Mother-of- 

The melting of the snow left it exposed. Pearl’"—-white from Australia and North 

A orite weighing 1,300 pounds was America, colored from California, black 

found largely on top of the ground, but from Tahiti, yellow from the Philippine 

broken into pieces. It had struck in shallow Islands, and Angel-wing from Japan 
+] . ver hard rock, which stopped the The cross of Celtic design, is seven- 



Basic Principles of Rockology 

by WILLIAM H. ALLAWAY 

a) eighths inches thick, 22 inches high, with 

1014 inch arms. The IHS design of black 

pearl is inlaid in white pearl. The circle 

is made of Angel-wing pearl, showing | 

colors of red, green, blue and yellow. ‘The 

beautiful white is symbolical of the purity 

of our Lord, the red flashes of color sym- 

bolical of His blood shed for us, the blue 

for courage, the green for growth in Grace 

and Knowledge of our Lord, and_ the 

flashes of yellow symbolical of the fact that 

He is the ‘Light of the World, of all of 

which the congregation was reminded, by 

the Pastor at the dedication services in the 

Di 23, 1956 

B.H.W 

church on Sunday ember 

IN THE BEGINNING we rockhounds gath- 

ered rocks 

(a) Because they intrigued us 

(b) 

(Cc) 

Because we wondered about them 

Because we intended to find out about 

them. 

We have studied a little, prospected a 

little and collected a little, thereby acquir- 

ing a heterogeneous pile of rocks, and as 

the 

found out a few things which we will pass 

years rolled by we personally have 

along to you, since many requests have been 

received for information of this type 

Our story will deal with rock and min- 

eral locations, identification, classification 

and uses, which we hope will help begin 

ners in our hobby to locate and find certain 

types of rocks and minerals, to identify 

the specimens they gather, and to classify, 

display or store them. This as a matter of 

fact can become a rather long stretched out 

discourse and for this reason various shapes 

a little at and groups will be taken up a 

time. 

First you will probably want to know 

what types of specimens you already have 

among those which you have picked up at 

random while out on your earlier field trips 

Of course the simplest way to do this would 

be to invite some person who has been in 

the hobby for sometime to drop over and 

look your collection over, or perhaps to 

gather up a box of specimens and _ take 

them to such person, listening carefully, 

trying to remember what he tells you or 

recording the information thus receive { in 

your notebook 

Before you start, do not forget to clean 

little 

white mark on each specimen as a back 

up your specimens and to paint a 

ground for a number. Then as the spect 

men is identified start numbering 1-2-3-et 

and record in a notebook somewhat is 

follows 



Milwaukee, 

Bellevue, Ia 

Wis 

River 
Limestone. Lutz Quarry, 
Agate (Lake Superior) 
Glacial deposit 

Using black waterproof ink and fine pen, 

place the number on the white mark on 

each of the specimens, and you will then 

have a permanent record, no matter how 

long or where you may store them or mix 

them with other specimens. Later as your 

numbers increase you may find it desirable 

to transfer this information to a card sys- 

tem which can be alphabetized or otherwise 

classified 

Lacking a person to whom you may turn 

for a start at identifying your specimen, 

then certain basic things must be learned 

which would also in any event need be 

acquired if much progress is to be made 

in your hobby. These basic items start with 

types of common rocks which divide natur- 

ally into three classes: 

*1. Igneous or fire rock. 

2. Aqueous or sedimentary rock. 

3. Metamorphic or changed rock. 

We will now take up these main rock 

lasses and try to produce a word picture of 

the rock fragments of each class starting 

with the Igneous rocks, but first we must 

have in mind a concise definition of what 

is meant by the word rock. Petrologists will 

tell us that “‘a rock is a mixture of minerals 

-xisting intimately together in indefinite 

proportions.” Simple isn't it? 

IGNEOUS OR FIRE ROCKS. Igneous rocks 

ire formations of solid mineral matter oc- 

urring naturally in large quantities and 

produced as the result of the solidification 

of molten rock either as lava flowing or 

rupting from a volcano or formed from 

molten 

earth's surface 

it as the 

This is the reason why it 

magma cooled below 

is called fire rock (igneous) since it is the 

natural rock on or within the earth's sur- 

face that has been produced as a result of 

ooling of molten rock material. 

In this group fall the granites, rhyolites. 

basalts. obsidian or volcanic glass, perlite, 

“Suggest acquiring book entitled ‘Getting Ac- 
quainted with Minerals’’—English 
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pumice, scoria, cinders, lava, volcanic ash 

(which has been cemented together by nat- 

ural cementing agents) and various other 

forms which are part of one or more of the 

different varieties. 

The types of igneous rocks that are 

ejected from a volcano as the result of 

expanding gases released from within are 

called pyro-elastic rocks. These include vol- 

canic ash, volcanic bombs, scoria, cinders 

and pumice, as well as many in-between 

types of material. The types of igneous 

rocks that flow out of fissure in a volcanic 

area are usually lava of many varieties, 

obsidian, perlite, etc. 

The types of igneous rocks that form 

beneath the surface as the magma cools 

are the granites, basalts and rhyolites, etc. 

These formations in spaces beneath the sur- 

face are called dikes if vertical, sills if 

horizontal, laccoliths if in small rounded 

formations, and batholiths if in great for- 

mations covering large areas with roots 

deep into the earth’s surface. The roots of 

mountains are good examples of batholiths. 

Igneous rocks such as granite, basalt por- 

phyry and rhyolite can best be recognized 

by their amorphous appearance—that is, the 

grains or crystals shown on the surface of 

the rock will be found to be intermixed in 

a haphazard manner with no apparent grain 

or stratification. 

These rocks will vary from fine grained 

crystals requiring a magnifying glass to 

observe, to coarse grained rocks that took 

a very long time to cool very slowly 

beneath the earth’s surface, thus giving the 

crystal material an opportunity to crystall- 

ize. They are most useful as building mate- 

rial and for making monuments (tomb- 

stones). Igneous rocks such as lava, obsid- 

ian and perlite that are formed from molten 

lava flowing out of a volcanic crater or 

fissure are recognizable by their glassy ap- 

pearance. These are called extrusive rocks 

The lava takes on many fantastic forms 

such as ropy, massive, stringy, porous, and 

even hair like. It may be found in many 

varieties of colors from light gray or tan to 



dense black, depending on the mineral con- 

tent of the lava. Sometimes the presence of 

iron causes deep reds through all the varia- 

tions of lavender to light pink. 

LAVA proper is porous in texture but 

fairly heavy, the porous appearance result- 

ing from escaping gases being trapped 

while the rock was cooling. Lava could also 

be said to have a sponge-like appearance, 

but is very hard with sharp splinters that 

are very difficult to walk on without cut- 

ting our shoes. Special shoes should be 

worn if occasion requires 

OssIDIAN, which is volcanic glass, also 

from comes in variety of colors a great 

pared with obsidian and is formed as the 

result of the incorporation of moisture 

the rock when solidifying. Such rock is 

said to be hydrated. Oftentimes little round 

nodules of obsidian are found embedded in 

the perlite which for some reason seemed 

to have been able to resist the process of 

hydration and retain the solid form and 

color of obsidian. These are called ‘apache 

tears” and are much sought after as mate- 

rial for jewelry and lapidary work 

PUMICE, SCORIA and rocks formed from 

volcanic ash show evidence of intense heat 

which has burned or blown out the heavier 

minerals and left an extremely porous fesi- 

black and as in the light grays to pit h 

case of lava many shades of brick red. It 

has the appearance of chunks of class 

identified by the unusual con 

shell-lik 

a chip 

and can be 

choidal or fracture that is dis 

closed when is broken off from the 

rock. Some obsidian shows a beautiful silver 

or gold sheen due to the presence of mica 

fragments that hav rystallized out when 

Obsidian 

glass, due to the rapid cooling of th 

the rock was cooling itself is like 

molten magma which afforded no opport 

nity for the minerals contained within th 

fluid to 

be amorphous (without form) 

PERLITE is 

crystallize 

olor d vok an a grayish 

glass that is crackly Nn app irance on 

| THOUGHT 

This condition is said to 

“ '? 
600D GRIEF 

1T WAS AN ANT Hicc fF 

, . 
au¢ Pun iS very lgnt { “ ont 

oO1or and LOOKS LIKC a fine grain d sponge 

whe reas scoria 18 coarser grained and looks 

found along 

railroad track newhat heavi 

and the color is usually gray, although tl 

many varieties of reds show up 

especially rich in iror 

Volcanic ash is usually light gray, tan or 

red. and is sometimes found ft reat jay 

ers Of rock wher whol mountains afr 

this material 

All ol th S¢ 

ilar chemical content 

rormed of 

igneous rocks have ver 

and the difference 

to the manner 

they are formed. By carefully ana 

which 

nm their structure are d 

whic! 

g the coarser gra d granit 



illed pegmatite it is possible to distinguish There are, however, innumerable other rock 

he component minerals from which it is forming minerals that occur as a result of 

nade. Crystals of FELDSPAR will probably the forces outlined above, which are de- 

the easiest to identify as a light tan to 

lark pink material; mica flakes or blocks 

ll appear in laminated groups; dark crys- 

ils of HORNEBLENDE will be peppered 

Wi 

hroughout the rock, and all of these min 

rals will be surrounded with QUARTZ 

vhich in freezing (solidifying) from the 

olten mass has acted as the cementing 

igent in holding the rock minerals together 

Quartz can be distinguished by its usually 
| y vitreous luster. The perfect, flat, shiny 

ivage planes ot the I Idspar help to 

jentify that mineral. Some granites called 

IRPHYRY coole i to the point where crys 2 = $ 

tals of feldspar an plainly be seen in a 

if glassy background mass These Crys WE WONDERED ABOUT THE MANY 

ils are called PHENOCRYSTS and are caused ROCKS WE HAD GATHERED 

slow cooling of the magma which pro 

juced the crystals followed by a rapid cool 
rn posited in the veins, cracks and fissures of 

the country rock, called instrusive rocks 

ng that froze the crystals in a glassy solid Among them are the precious gems, metals 

and other rare or scarce minerals and ele- 

ments that occur as the result of combina- 

tion of certain gases and magma or that 

have had the opportunity to concentrate in 

rystal form, and it is in the hope of finding 

these rarer minerals that prospectors labor 

Each of these mineral types must be studied 

individually so that their character and 

identity may be known. In the case of the 

ommon igneous rocks, however, they can 

be classified by means of the minerals and 

elements that form the chief constituents 

of the magma. These may be grouped to 

form families of rocks and are therefore 

illed rock forming minerals. as follows 

ROCK FORMING ACCESSORY 

MINERALS MINERALS 

Quartz Zircon 

weet Wee PLGASE Teer wun I eldspar Magnetite 

ROCKS OUT OF MY WASHING MACHINE ? Nepheline Hematite 

Sodalite Pyrite 

In conclusion. Now let us recapitulate Leucit Rutile 

Ihe foregoing information deals with Mica Corundum 

gneous rocks which comprise a large part Pyroxene Garnet 

f that portion of the earth’s surface which Amphibole IlImenite 

in actually be studied visibly by man Olivine Apatite 



The 

stituents of 

elements that form the chief con- 

magma are oxygen, silicon, 

aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium so- 

dium, and potassium 

SCIENCE we will next describe sedimentary 

rocks and tell a few things about their 

appearance and formation, which will aid 

us greatly in our appreciation and under- 

standing of them. 

Flowers ot the Mineral Kingdom 

In a forthcoming issue of EARTH 

by E. 

OF THE SOME 2,000 known minerals, 

only about 30 separate varieties are used 

by the jewelers as precious stones. There 

are, however, about 60 additional varieties 

of precious stones that are so rare that they 

never reach the jeweler’s counter. 

The physical properties of minerals that 

make them valuable as gem stones are color, 

luster, dispersion, and hardness. The gem 

value of some minerals may be attributed 

to but one of the properties, for example, 

On the other hand, 

RUBY, SAPPHIRE, 

and EMERALD combine all of these proper 

color, as in turquoise 

however, the DIAMOND, 

ties and as a result they are collectively 

prized above all other gems and are com 

monly known as the PRECIOUS STONES. 

For centuries the DIAMOND has been the 

most highly prized of all gem stones. Be 

18th 

when diamonds were discovered in Brazil 

fore the early part of the century 

the world’s supply had come from placer 

deposits in India. The Brazilian diamonds 

were also found in placers and it was not 

until 1867, after considerable placer min 

ing in South Africa, that diamonds were 

discovered there in the rock in which they 

had crystallized. Since this latter discovery, 

South Africa has been the chief source of 

gem diamonds 

RuBIES and 

corundum 

SAPPHIRES are varieties of 

The most valued of the rubies 

are those having a deep purplish red color, 

while such a stone of 10 carats or more in 

size is classed as the most valuable stone 

stones, when in existence. Some of these 

viewed in certain light, produce the effect 

D. CORNWELI 

of a six-pointed star and are kaoown as 

star-rubies. 

The Upper 

Burma, Siam, and Ceylon. They have been 

found in the United States in both North 

Carolina and Montana. 

finest rubies come from 

In view of the many SYNTHETIC RUBIES 

on the market, it becomes of particular 

able to detect 

stones when purchasing an expensive ruby 

interest to us to be such 

It is common practice for precious stone ex- 

perts to examine questionable rubies under 

their 

quality and value. At about 60 X magnifi- 

a microscope in order to establish 

cation a natural ruby will show the pres 

ence of tiny rutile needle-like crystals 

which are always positive proof of a natural 

stone. Synthetic stones are perfectly clear 

It is, by the way, the particular arrange 

ment of these rutile crystals that is respor 

sible for the light diffraction that produces 

a star-ruby. It is common for these crystals 

to be running in three different directions 

within the stone, thus producing i shee 

in certain lights giving the appearance of 

a spool of silk Surface of looking at the 

thread 

While the presence of 2% chromiur 

in corundum crystals is responsible for th 

red color, the presence of 1-2% of a mix 

ture of tron and chromium produces 

green color. Although the true SAPPHIRI 

is blue, all colored corundum stones, other 

than the ruby-red, are classed as sapphires 

some with the name Oriental preceding the 

name, ORIENTAL AMETHYST or 

rOPAZ. The golden variety of 

such as 

ORIENTAI 



AUSTRALIAN GEM MATERIALS 

We have our own office in Sydney, Australia, and we have wonderful friends and co-workers down 
under. Therefore, we are specialized in bringing you all the beautiful gem materials of the vast conti- 
nent of Australia. We are bringing you all the old friends such as opals, and new ones for which we 
ore searching and surveying all the time. 

Australian Fire Opals Australian Mineral Specimens 

We have this wonder gem in all colors of the We will be glad to arrange for you to get min- 
rainbow, in all grades of fireplay, in all price eral specimens direct from Australia. They will be 
ranges to fit everyones taste and pocket. From a mainly in the Lead, Zinc, and Copper groups. 
cheap practice grade up to museum and collectors Since collecting in Australia has not been done 
pieces so extensively as f.i. in our country, a very fine 

selection of good specimens is still available. White, green, jelly, black, grey, hemetite (ma- Send us your requirements. 
trixopal), omp opalchips, and also very nice cut 
opel doublets, as well as opal carvings and 
eudienion With the help of our friends and our office, we 

are searching continuously for new locations and 
. . finds of good australian gem materials. Very 

Australian Sapphires shortly we will be able to offer additional inter- 
Fine choice grades of rough sapphires, such as esting items, a few hot items ore already in the 

black star, blue and green faceting sapphires, cooking.” 
blue cabachon sapphires. Also cut star sapphires, 
each showing a beautiful 6 ray perfect star at a . Almost every important dealer in the country 
very modest price. carries our materials. We will be glad to mail to 

‘ : . new dealers our lotest pricelists, upon request 
Australian Imperial Ruby Rhodonite 

An outstanding choice gemgrade of rhodonite If you have any problems as regards australian 
with nice black areas of Hausmanite and Busta- gem moterials, why not contoct us? We will be 
mite. The finest Rhodonite available more thon glad to assist you! 

WRITE OR CALL 

FRANCIS HOOVER 

Office: 219 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 14, Calif. 

Phone: Vandike 4200 

Residence: 4507 Laurel Grove Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif. 

Phone: Poplar 3-4626 

PLEASE NOTE: Since the nature of my business requires a lot of outside calls, please phone before 
coming and fix an appointment either in the office or at my residence at any convenient time 
Thank you! 

| 

Wal 

I 

To | Ae! Oe Everywhere. 
7] 

vi IC \ | From Lapidary Equipment Cm , = 

Big. be Catalog of fine 

lapidary equipment by Hillguist. 

Send a postcard today, to Dept. E-1 

1545 West 49th Street, Seattle 7, Wash. 
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Handicraft. Materials 

For Aut CRAFTS 

LEATHER = SKINS - KITS - TOOLS - LACE 

WOOD = PLATES - BOXES - PAINT - DESIGNS 

BASKETRY = REED - BASES - KITS 

METAL ETCHING DISCS - DESIGNS - POWDERS 

COPPER ENAMELING = KILNS - COPPER SHAPES - ENAMELS - 

FINDINGS 

COPPER TOOLING = FOIL - MODELERS - FINISHES 

BEADCRAFT LOOMS - BEADS - NEEDLES - PATTERNS 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 

OSBORN SUPPLY Co. 

Box 1153 Joliet, Illinois 

EQUIPMENT 
4” Allen Junior Gem Cutter—complete combination unit $45.50 
6" Allen Combination Unit with 8 saw and blade 92.90 
4” Allen Faceteer’s sow with thin copper blade 24.00 
4" Allen Faceteer’s Saw with standard 4” blade 25.00 
Allen Deluxe Facet Head 67 50 

BOOKS 
The Art of Gem Cutting — by Dake ..... ° wntiniciniiiaiiimea aan 
Getting Acquainted with Minerals — by English seapninesaisiieanieegeiiecmbamiaditiiteinaadliaitteetan ttt die 4.50 
Jewelry & Enameling — by Greta Pack 2.00 ...eee-- ecssnmniilenpiniettbahipiteiapdatatiids premetsanecainittiite a. 460 
Uranium Prospector’s Handbook — by Peck ........ ctnsinitiptinlanensipuaeniittaiidinditiniaiiazadaiieae Te 
Uranium—Where It Is and How to Find It — by Procter... ae nT a NT ee 

TOOLS 
Jeweler’s Needle Files, set of 6 assorted eteidiniiaeaaciliatiads ee 
Jeweler’s Needle Files, set of 12 assorted sninnseguetittetanceestinacttitedesiitiniappappasintainiiiaisatincasiiiaesiaiaiaddaiadil 3.95 
41" Flat Nose Pliers eee oe ae eee See Nm ES RT 1.50 
42"' Chain Nose Pliers ohiaicalitmaatnnatitantaihaiasinaininntciidinhsiaititeiaiiatiimniainda ein “nn 
egg. ny EN ee ee eee 1.50 

JEWELRY FINDINGS 
28 Sterling Silver Baroque Caps paicecineaitiinblataantianieniineienaniiaalieat a fe 
#7 Sterling Silver Baroque Caps ssiictiensadiniigpaiieesieinlibiaisidianiiladdiimsiatanmsiiicahiaiel =F 1.00 
18” Sterling Silver Neckchain with Clasp — sepecesessveroveereacntihndenentutanseneamiinemimideeannite ie 
2304/13 Gold Plated Cuff Link Backs for comenting... a 
Tie Tacks — Gold-plated — with pad for cementing..............-......ccseeeee " 6 for 1.35 

Add 10% Excise Tax to latino 
Add 3% sales tax if you live in California 

Add 4% Sales Tax if you live in Los Angeles. All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. 
We ore a member of the Gems & Minerals Association — Write for catalogue Price .25, Dept. E 

ALLEN LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

3632 W. Slauson Ave. Phone Ax-2-6206 Los Angeles 42, California 



URANIUM-TUNGSTEN-MERCURY 

ZIRCONIUM-ZINC 

PROSPECTING INFORMATION! LATEST NEWS 
AND DATA ON EQUIPMENT 
AND METHODS 

able. ® 

Name 

aadress 

city — 

oF IF YOU'RE 
2 PROSPECTING 

for 

anything 

* ++ you 

need an 

Ultra-Violet 

Mineralight Field Model 
M-12, $39.75 

Valuable minerals glow in the dat (sk 
ealer for demonstration. SEE at Mineral - 

Hall, DISNEYLAND. 

TRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC. 

For an unfailing supply of cutting material and 
equipment, depend on a FULL TIME Lapidary 
Shop. Open daily, except Tuesday and Sunday 
morning 

THE RILEY ROCK SHOP 
R. D. 2, Dialton Rd. Springfield, Ohio 

Phone WO 4-1460 

ROCKS and MINERALS 
(A Magazine for Collectors) 

If you collect rocks, minerals, sands, pebbies, 
crystals, ores, gems, ROCKS and MINERALS is 
your magazine. Founded 1925. Issued once every 
two months, 112 pages per issue, $3.00 o year 
(sample copy 60c.) 

ROCKS and MINERALS 
Box 29 - Dept. ES . Peekskill, N.Y. 

Let us help you find what you need. 

American Gem & Mineral 
Suppliers Assn. 

Mail: 1725 N St. N.W,, 
Washington 6, D.C 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS ROCKHOUNDS will hold 
an exhibition of gemstones, jewelry, minerals, 
Indian relics and shells on March 30-31. Visitors 
are cordially invited. This annual exhibition 
draws a wide attendan from Decatur and 
nearby towns and is both educational and en 
tertaining 

CuHIcAGO LAPIDARY CLUB on March 7, ard 
Edward Mulcrone, of the Chicago Police D 
partment, talk on “Stolen Jewelry.” Officer Mul 
crone cautioned his audience that stolen articles 
nust be identified before they can be recovered 
ind then instructed them in the proper method 
it identifying jewelry 

MICHIGAN MINERALOGICAL Society on Feb 
ruary 11 was given an informative lecture on 
Collecting Fossils by Herbert Tischler of 

Wayne State University. Mr. Tischler described 
in particular fossils that could be collected fron 

larri in the Detroit area 

EARTH SCIENCE CLUB OF NORTHERN ILLI 
YOIS soared into outer space on March 8 via an 
nteresting and authoritative lecture on “Constel 
lations, Earth Satellites and the International 
Geophysical Year,’ by Ben A. Benson, of thi 
Chicago Astronomical Society. Mr. Benson, whi 
is a professional illustrator and designer, studied 
istronomy at the University of Nebraska and is 
expericn 1 in idult duc itional work in is 
tronomy 

. 
CHICAGO ROCKS AND MINERALS SOCIETY'S 

guest speaker on March 9 may well have been 
a jinni from. the Arabian Nights,” for he 
brought with him beautiful castles made of 
semi-precious stones Speaker Leo J Cieminski 
liscussed and displayed the lovely castles that 
he built from gem materials which he collected 
in his travels. The castles have fences made of 
onyx, opal entrances, balconies of petrified wood, 
rose quartz floors, golden fluoride spires, pear! 
Jomes and agate arches. They are inhabited by 
ilabaster rovalty, who are seat¢ i if tables irve { 
from tiger eve 

’ 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIFTY ym Jan 
uary 14 heard Arthur Bunyan give an illustrated 
talk on “Aruba, Jewel of the West Indies.”” Mr 
Bunvan, a former resident of the lovely island 
of Aruba, which lies off Venezuela, made hi 
iudience forget the sub-zero weather outsid 
ind mad then actually feel as if they wer 
having a holiday in beautiful Aruba 

* 

MicHIGAN GEM AND MINERAL SOCIFTY on 
February heard member Jerry Hudechek talk 
Fluorescent Minerals,’ and viewed his breath 

takine display 1 fluorescent minerals und 
hoth short and long wave ultra violet rays. Mr 
Hudechek is an authority on fluorescent min 
rals and at present is assisting the Kingman 
Museum of Natural History at Battle Creek 
Mich., t et up its fluor | a 
It is reputed that this exhibit will be on 
finest fluorescent displays in the Midwest 

scent mineral exhi 



' ———CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS I N G 

Rate: Six Cents per word, per issue. Minimum, $1.00, payable in advance. No proofs 
: or copies for checking are furnished. Introductory words will appear in CAPITALS. 

When additional capitalization is required, each such word counts as two words. 
No charge for name and address 

, SALT LAKI 
(nis Way 
Spec Tec 

CITY, UTAH—Drop in when out 
Equipment, findings, supplies, eté 
lights. Some nice rough Australian 

ypal yet. You may pick up your free copy of 
Utah locations, or send a stamped envelope for 

but would rather have you visit us. No 
italog. KEN STEWART’S GEM SHOP, 136 

West South Temple (one-half block West of 
’ Temple Square), Salt Lake City, Utah 

QUALITY GEM MINERALS. White Tiger's 
Eye, $7.50 Ib 
b: vellow and brown 

Inca rose’’ rhodochrosite, 3.75 
Tiger's-Eye, 5 Ibs 4.50: 

Georgia moss agate, 3.00 
3.00 Ib; Indian 

aventurine, 3.75 lb; Australian Imperial rho 
1.60 Ib; Brazilian aventurine, 2.75 lb; 
epidote, 2.00 lb; Virginia unakite, 
Georgia petrified wood with pyrite 

idolite garnet matrix 
pyrite mn lignite speci 

specimen corundum, 4.00 
1.00 Ib. All prices plus 

tax and postage. Send for list. ENOTAH 
CRAFTS, Dept. ES, Young Harris, Georgia 

n a —— —_ 

, FIFTEEN MINERALS for $3.50 postpaid 
Northeastern, States, or fluores- 
cent minerals. 15 $2.50 pp. Florida 
narine shells, foreign shells. Tumbled stones 
$1.00 a dozen he Lite of the Pleistocene, 
University of Illinois Bulletin No. 41, write 
for price. SOUTHEASTERN MINERAL 

rl COMPANY, Box 2234, Lakeland, Florida 

oss opal, 2.90 lb 
lb Ge rgia Star rose quartz, 

| 1onite 
’ nassive 

) lb 
} inclusions, 3.00 Ib 

specimens, 1.00 Ib; 
nens, 1.00 to 5.00 

lb; ruby smaragdite 

Southeastern 
tossils 

ULTRA VIOLET LAMPS: Long and short wave 
true combination $42.50. Long-wave model 

’ $22.50. Short-wave model $27.50. All custom 
j built. Plug-in power from car cigarette lighter 

for instant field use, eliminates adapters, bat- 
j teries, special cases, darkboxes only $12.00 

7 Write, RADIANT ULTRA VIOLET PROD 
UCTS, Manufacturers-Designers, Dept. ES2, 
Box 5, Cambria Heights 11, New York 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS. Unusual specimens from 
; several localities. Odd twinning and other 

- features. Reasonable prices. On approval 
CLAUDE D. SMITH, Box 291, Geneva, New 
VYorl , i it\ 

n 
in BETTER QUALITY TUMBLED GEMS of 
k agate, tiger’s-eye, quartz, woods, etc. Choice 

Half pound, $3.00, or $5.00 
pound postpaid. LEE DEWING ROCK. 
CRAFT, 1923 Empire, Burbank 7, Calif. 

res, n wast 

GEM CUTTING, the standard book for the be- 
ginner. Accepted and studied wherever people 
read English and are interested in gems. 248 
pages, 135 illustrations, $4.50. WILLEMS, 
Box 1515, Chicago 90 

NORTHWEST MINERAL NEWS 

wy Gemstone Wha gazine 

Official Publication of the Northwest Federation 
of Mineralogical Societies 

BY — FOR — ABOUT ROCKHOUNDS 
MINERALS, ROCKS, GEMS 

FIELD TRIPS, INDIAN ARTIFACTS 

Subscription $1.00 a year in U.S., Possessions 
and Canada. Elsewhere $2.00 

Northwest Mineral News 
5606 Mount Tacoma Drive, S.W. 

Tacoma, Washington 

LOST MINES 

six different back numbers of 

EARTH SCIENCE 

containing excellent articles on lost mines are 
available, as long as they last, first come, first 

served, for only 

35c¢ each 

$2.00 for all six issues 
postpaid 

Earth Science 

Lock Box 1357, Chicago 90 

TOM ROBERTS ROCK SHOP 
MACHINES © MATERIALS © SUPPLIES 

1006 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 5, Illinois 

Mondays 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
Tuesdays Through Saturdays 

10 A.M. to 5 P.M 
Telephone WAbash 2-70865 



FRESH FROM THE DIGGINGS 

TOPAZ, Utah. Single xls, mostly clear and ter- 
minated. 1/4” to 1/2” long. 10 for 
$2.00 

OXIDITE, Okla. Oxidized shell from the Lake Mur- 
ray Meteorite. 1° @ 25c, 1-1/2” 
@ 50c, 2” @ $1.00 

SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN, Utah. 75c/Ib. Post extra. 
ask for new list. 

THE PROSPECTORS 

SHOP 
201 W. San Francisco 

Santa Fe, N.M. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

The Prospector’s Catalog listing all possible 

needs for the amateur prospector or geologist. 
Identification accessories, etc. Send 5c¢ to cover 
cost of handling to 

MINERALS UNLIMITED 
Dept. E 

1724 University Avenue 
Berkeley 3, California 

URANIUM 

six different back numbers of 

EARTH SCIENCE 

containing excellent articles on uranium are 
available, as long as they last, first come, first 
served, for only 

35¢ each 

$2.00 for all six issues 
postpaid 

Earth Science 

Lock Box 1357, Chicago 90 

EVANSVILLE LAPIDARY Society celebrated its 
fifth anniversary at its January meeting. The club 
has made great progress since it was organized in 
1952. It is now known; its members 
are in great demand as spe akers at other clubs: 
its exhibits taken many honors; it pub 

newsletter; and it has its own 

nationally 

have 
lishes a very fine 
work shop. 

ASSOCIATION on 
Ross give an illus- 

Quartz Crystals 
crystals are used to 

receiving and broadcasting of radio 

MARQUETTE GEOLOGISTS 
February 2 heard Mr. K. B 
trated lecture on 
for Use in Radio 
hold the 
to a 

Processing 
The sc 

given frequency 

St. Louis GEM AND MINERAL SOCIETY on 
March 1 featured a quiz program, complete with 
a panel of experts and a moderator. Questions 
fired at the panel from the audience 
that all the experts on minerals were not 
on the panel 

proved 

AUSTIN GEM AND MINERAL SOCIETY reported 
in its bulletin, Achates, that members Mr. and 
Mrs. Julius Shade, while agate hunting in zer 
weather last December, stumbled on an 
crystal formation. The specimen was composed 
of hundreds of small, needle-like crystals, tightly 
interlocked, and a few 
Closer examination revealed that they 

inusual! 

small six-sided stars 
bel mnged 

to the hexagonal system; the molecular arch 
tecture was truly a thing of beauty. Trembling 
with excitement, Mr. Shade wrapped the speci 
men carefully and placed it in his car 

Returning home, Mr. Shade placed his treas 
ure in the kitchen sink to wash and clean 
Deciding first to have a cup of hot coff 
to try to find some description of his new fi 
he retired to his library. Several ps and 
volumes later, with no success at identificati 
of his specimen, Mr. Shade went to the kitche 
sink to find his crystals completely melted ar 
down the drain!!! 

RAWLINS ROCKHOUNDS elected the following 
othcers at its January meeting: Ned Cross, pres 
dent; Gail Willis, vice president; Peg Miller 
secretary-treasurer; Duke Parrish, corresponding 
secretary 

The society meets the second Tuesday of ea 
month in the Court House, Rawlins, Wy 

MINERAI 
auction (also called 

GEM AND 
February held a “nickel 
Dutch auction). Material collected from met 
bers was auctioned off in the following mann 
A time clock was set to go off in less than ; 
minute, and then the bidding started. All bid 
ding was by nickels; when the 
the person handing the auctioneer a nick 

All nickels collect 1 went 
future 

COMPTOM SOCIETY 

alarm sounde 

ceived the 
into a 

specimen 
fund for programs 

WicHITaA GEM AND MINERAI 
hold its fourth annual Gem and Mineral 

SOCIET Wi 
SHOW 

April 27-28, in Kansas National Guard Armor 
Wichita, Kan. The show is non-competitive and 
members of other gem and mineral clubs ar 
invited to display. Special features will include 

identification service and working 
exhibits of lapidary and silversmithing 

mineral 

MINNESOTA MINERAL CLUB 
annual exhibit of gems, minerals, fossils and 
artifacts on April 14 in the Coffman Union bal 

University of Minnesota campus. TI 
show put on by the club each year is truly 
spectacular” and numbers its attendan 

Visitors are rdially invited 

will hold its 

room, 

‘ the thousands 



BOOKS ON GEMS 

What better buys are there than books, especially books of lasting value, books that have endured 
through many years and repeated editions? Here are some of the 164 titles | can offer you, for 
yourself or for gifts for your friends. Send for free booklist. 

1 Jewels of Romance and Renown, AB- 
BOTT, 1933 $ 5.00 

2 A Roman Book of Precious Stones, 
BALL, 1950 7.00 

3 The Pearl Seekers, BARTLETT 4.75 
4 The Power of Gems and Charms, 

BRATLEY, 1907 4.75 
5 Mineralogical Dictionary, CHAMBERS, 

1952, 6.75 
6 Pearls, DAKIN, 1913 2.75 
7 Chinese Jade, DAVIS, 1944, : 3.75 
8 History and Poetry of Finger Rings, 

EDWARDS, 1855 5.75 
9 Famous Diamonds, FARRINGTON, 

1903 (pamphlet) 1.50 
10 Die Perle (German), GARLACH, 1881 

(499 Jewelry designs) 5.85 
1] Amber—All About It, HADDOW, 1892 

(rare and curious), 3.75 
12 Stone of Destiny (Opal), !DRIESS, 

1948, 3.75 
13. The Jeweled Trail, KORNITZER, 1940, 5.00 
14 Rings for the Finger, KUNZ, 1917 

(large and complete) 17.50 
15 Inewadi Yami, MATTHEWS, 1887, 

(Indian Gem Lore), 15.00 
16 Father Struck it Rich, McLEAN, 1936 

(Hope Blue Diamond) 
17 The Magic of Diamonds, MONNICKEN- 

DAM, 1955 

18 

1 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
Please order by Number and Title. 

J. DANIEL WILLEMS 

LOCK BOX 1515 

Gem-Stone Lore, POESE, 1948, (inter- 
esting, different), 
Here are Diamonds, ROSENTHAL, 1950, 4.75 
Let's Hunt Herkimer Diamonds, SMITH 
50, 1.50 

Dictionary of Arts and Crafts, STOUT- 
ENBURGH, 1956, 6.75 
Lingua G (Language of Gems), 
SUTTON, 1894 3.75 
a —y of Gems in the 

S. Museum, TASSIN, 1902 5.75 
Gesloay of South Carolina, TUOMEY, 

6.75 
the ne English Regalia and Crown Jewels, 
TWINNING, 3.75 
Minerals, Metals and Gems, VERRILL, 
1939, 5.75 
Gems and Precious Stones of Ceylon, 
WADIA, 1945, 2.50 
Diamonds, A Study of the Factors that 
Govern Their Value, WADE, 1916, 6.00 
The Genesis of the Diamond, 2 vol- 
umes, WILLIAMS, 1933, 60.00 
The Diamond Mines of South Africa, 
WILLIAMS, 2 volumes, 1905, 49.50 
+ Book of Amber, WILLIAMSON, 

8.00 
The Book of Ivory, WILLIAMSON, 
1938, 5.75 
Gem Cutting, WILLEMS, 1952, 4.50 
First come—first bought. 

CHICAGO 90, ILLINOIS 

(EMS AND MINERALS 

The Rockhound’s Own Magazine 

is @ national magazine for the amateur GEM 
CUTTER, MINERAL COLLECTOR, SILVERSMITH, 
GEOLOGIST, and ROCKHOUND 

Each MONTHLY issue is chock full of interest- 
ing and helpful information on field trips, 
em cutting, gems, minerals, “how-to-do-it”’ 
ectures, hints, tips, pictures, club and show 
news, and advertiseme-ts all aimed especially 
at helping the rockhound get more from his 
hobby. 

GEMS AND MINERALS is owned by the Calli- 
fornia Federation of Mineralogical Societies, 
a federation of over 75 rockhound clubs. It 
is the OFFICIAL MAGAZINE of both the Calli- 
fornia and American Federations of Minera- 
logical Societies. 

Published EVERY Month 

One Year (12 issues) ONLY 

$3.00 

or write for free brochure 

GEMS AND MINERALS 

P.O. Box 687 Mentone, Calif. 

GEODES We specialize in crystalized 

GEODES with crystal interiors and mineral 
inclusions. Specimens in stock up to 125 
pounds. FREE LIST of Geodes, Minerals, Speci- 
mens and Gem Materials on request. 

LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT 
We are authorized dealers for HIGHLAND PARK, 
HILLQUIST, FRANTOM, STONEMASTER, 8.4l., 

POLY ARBORS. 
MINERALIGHTS 

AND ULTRA-VIOLET LAMPS—Free list on request. 
We have a complete stock 

MOUNTINGS of MYCO mountings in 
STERLING SILVER and 10K GOLD. Order from our 
large stock. New 40 Page Mountings and Findings 
Catalog Now Out. Send for Your Free Copy 
Today. 

GEM MATERIALS 
New shipment of AUSTRALIAN OPAILS, fine qual- 
ity. PRACTICE OPALS with good fire at $4.00 
to $6.00 per oz. QUALITY OPAILS for the ad- 
vanced cutters in WHITE, JELLY, and new, top- 
quality GREYS, from $10.00 to $80.00 per oz. 
BLACK OPAL from Lightning Ridge, for specimens 
or for cutting doublets, at $1.00 per piece, post- 
paid 

LAPIDARY & GEM CUTTING SUPPLIES & 
OTHER GEM MATERIALS IN STOCK 

Don’t Delay — Order Today 
We welcome visitors, stop in and see us. We're 
conveniently located on U.S. Highway 34. 

GEODE INDUSTRIES 

106 W. Main St. New London, lowa 
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LAPIDARY INDUSTRIES 

6965 Seward Avenue 

Niles 31, Ill. 

Produce a full line of the WILLEMS PROD- 
UCTS, famed for their dependability and 
simplicity. 

EQUIPMENT 

Faceting Device, complete steno 

Standard for W & B........ i Sa 

Lap Scorer - bebe iat tains 3.75 
Portable Faceting Unit.......................... 174.35 

Junior Faceting Unit ............................ 38.95 
Slab Clamp Le 
Horizontal Lap Spindle ined Se 

LAPS 

10” Brass Faceting Lap (uncharged)....$17.95 

8” Brass Faceting Lap (uncharged)... 8.95 
10” Type Metal Polishing Lap..._......... 13.95 
8” Type Metal Polishing Lap.............. 7.95 

6” Type Metal Polishing Lap.............. 6.50 
10” Lead Polishing Lap........................ 13.95 
8” Lead Polishing Lap.....................-.. 7.95 

6” Lead Polishing Lap a, ae 
6” Tin Polishing Lap..................... manetes 8.95 

10” Lucite Polishing Lap ———- 
8” Lucite Polishing Lap...................... 4.95 

6" Lucite Polishing Lap...................... 3.85 
10” Cast Iron Lap seacnolihsaciaiiasiitae 12.30 
Ne Be Bia eiprcicinnicnntaninnneninsiin 7.95 

PROFESSIONAL TYPE SPINDLE 

21” long, double-end tapered -----$ 18.00 

Upper bracket for above .. 10.50 

Lower End bearing ” ~ . 3.00 

Lignum Vitae, per 2 bearings............ 1.80 
5” V-Belt pulley for above 1.75 

Full descriptions of these items are contained 
in “Gem Cutting,” the standard text for 

ASK FOR THE ORIGINAL 
WILLEMS PRODUCTS, THE BEST 

Buy From 
Your Local 
Dealer or direct from 

beginners 

Lapidary Industries 

6965 Seward Avenue 

Niles 31, Illinois 

MissouRI ARCHAEOLOGICAL Society learne 
why, when and how to make a descriptive 

classification of Indian arrowheads, when Ric! 

ard Marshall, of the University of Missour 

spoke to the group on “Classification of Points 

on February 6. Mr. Marshall stressed the fact that 

one of the most important parts of a scientif 

report is the presentation and description of the 
material, because upon this description rest: 
the success of the comparisons of material: 
which lead to conclusions 

Des Mornes Lapipary Society on Januar 

19 honored and surprised club members Roy and 
Sue Bennett on their golden wedding anniversar 
with a “This is Your Life’ program, in which 
it featured screened pictures of the Bennetts 

trom the time they were married to the present 

Special gifts from the club included a gok 

nugget from Central City, Colo.; a beautiful 

gold sheen obsidian necklace, designed an 
made by Gus Brown and a large open St 

Francis geode, lined with pink crystals and 
serving as a horn of plenty for fifty silver } 
dollars covered with gold foil 

1957 NATIONAL GEM 

AND MINERAL SHOW 

DENVER, COLORADO 

June 13-14-15-16 

National Guard Armory. 

East 3rd Ave. and Logan Street. 

Joint American and Rocky Mountain 

Federation Convention and Show. 

Special Events and Features, 

Dealers—With the Best. 

Woodruff and Parser Trophies 

To Be Awarded. 

Individual and Club Displays. 

Minerals-Gems-Lapidary-Jewelry 

Competitive and Non-Competitive 

For Display Information Write to: 

ARTHUR J. ERMISH, Exhibits. 
1774 Kingston, Aurora 8, Colo. 

For General Show Information: 

ERNEST E. PARSHALL, Publicity. 
2620 So. Pearl St., Denver 10, Colo. 



MINERAL SCIENCE INSTITUTE 

— PRESENTS — 

A HOME STUDY COURSE IN MINERALOGY 

Take advantage of your leisure hours and let us help 

you acquire that basic knowledge of minerals that 

will bring some real meaning to your hobby of collect- 

ing rocks and minerals. Don't just fill your basement 

with rocks and then not be able to tell your friends 

what they are and how they were formed. With only 

a fragmental knowledge you may overlook something 

very important while out collecting. This hobby is 

rapidly becoming one of the largest in the entire 

country, and it is one in which the whole family can 

participate. Clubs are being formed in every state. If 

you are going at this hobby blindly it is never too 

late to take a fresh start. Write for our free, illustrated 

brochure to the— 

MINERAL SCIENCE INSTITUTE 

DESK 5 

159 East Ontario St., Chicago 11, Ill. 
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17th Annual Convention 

of the 

Midwest Federation of Mineralogical 

and Geological Societies 

(2nd Field Trip Conclave) 

June 27-28-29-30, 1957 

HOST SOCIETIES 

Madison (Wisc.) Geological and 

Lapidary Societies 

CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS 

at the 

Wisconsin Institute of Technology 
(Formerly School of Mines) 

at Platteville, Wisconsin 

FIELD TRIP ACTIVITIES 

to be centered throughout the Lead and Zinc Mining Regions of N. W., Illinois, 

S. W., Wisconsin and N. E., lowa with special emphasis on the Driftless Area of 

the Glacial Epoch. 

“Nowhere in the Middle West is there to be found more of mineralogical, geo- 

logical or historic interest than in the region above described, often called the 

Switzerland of America.” 

START MAKING PLANS NOW TO ATTEND 

Address Correspondence to 

MRS. CHARLES E. HEMINGWAY, President 

of the Midwest Federation 

5741 Old Sauk Road ® Madison 5, Wisc. 


